
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK– (2019) 

CLASS- IX 

ENGLISH Assignment-1.Do factual passage from assignment book 1 to 6 

2.Do discursive passage from1-6 3.Do exercise from page 81-89 

4. Do exercise from page 133 to 138(Grammar) 

Literature-Solve  all the diagnostic test of the following lessons in 

English plus. 

1 .The fun they Had. 2. The Road not taken.3. Wind  

4.Sound of music 5.The Lost Child 6. Adventures to Toto. 

Note : All these H.W. to be done in assignment book of full circle. 

HINDI 1- ik¡p egku dzkfUrdkfj;ksa ds ckjs esa ik¡p okD; fp= lfgr fy[ksA 

2- fuca/k fy[ksa& ^ukjh f’{kk* vkSj ^i;kZoj.k dh leL;k*A 

3- 'kgjh vkSj xzkeh.k thou dh leL;k,¡ fyf[k,A 

4- mRrj iqfLrdk esa djok;k x;k lkjk dke ;kn dfj,A 

MATHS 1. Complete any 6 experiments of each unit (including, 1 experiment from 

each unit) from your lab manual. 

2. Solve The NCERT questions from NCERT book in fair copy of all the 

lessons you have studied. 

3. Write the formula of all the chapters from your book. 

SCIENCE Physics- 1. Solve the numerical from lesson 1 (Motion) ; 20 from NCERT 

and 1 reference book. 

               2. Learn all the theoretical portion of Ls. 1 Motion and write its 

Question and answers in your fair copy. 

Biology- 1.  Do assignment 1 & 2 from book.   2. Write and Learn :-  

                             Practice problem – Nucleus  

                             Practice problem - Basic Component of cell  

               3. You will have oral test of all assignments given for holiday 

homework on the first day after vacation. 

Chemistry- 1. Do all the questions of Unit-1 Matter in our surroundings 

of NCERT Textbook.   2. Some extra questions- 

a)How does the water kept in an earthen pot become cold during 

summer? 

b) How will you demonstrate that water vapour is present in air? 

c) Why does all the water of the earth not get evaporated during hot 

summer days? 

d) Compare the properties of solids, liquids and gases. 

e) Name two gases which are supplied in compressed form in Hospitals 

and homes. 

S.ST. 1. Write the causes of French revolution? 

2. Write the Non-farming activities of your village. 

3. Draw a political map of India in a Chart Paper. 

4. Write name of the constituency (Lok Sabha , Rajya Sabha) of your area 

along with the MPs and MLAs. 

5. Write the Fundamental Rights given by constitution with the articles. 

6. Make a list of rivers of India ( Minimum 20 Rivers) 

7. Write and learn the Preamble of Indian Constitution. 

IT In a file,Prepare the following – 

1. Prepare a Dialogue between a customer and a book manager using 

declarative, interrogative and imperative sentences. 

2. Draw block diagram a computer displaying different functional 

unit of Computer and explain them. 



 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK– (2019) 

CLASS- X 

ENGLISH  Assignment-1. Do factual passages from assignment book 1 to 5. 

2. Do discursive passages from 1 to 5. 

3. Do page 113 to 122(grammar) 

 Literature- Do all the diagnostic test of the following lesson’s in English 

plus. 

1.A Letter to God 2.Dust of Snow 3. Fire & Ice 

4. Nelson Mandela 5.A Triumph of Surgery 6. A Thief’s Story. 

All these H.W. to be done in assignment book of full circle 

HINDI 1- thou dh ,slh nks ?kVukvksa dk fooj.k fy[ksaA ftUgksusa vkids thou 

dh fn’kk cny nh gksA 

2- fuca/k fy[ksa ^csjkstxkjh dh leL;k*] ^ernku dk vf/kdkj*] o`)kJe 

D;ksa vko’;d gS\ 

3- dksbZ 10 lqfopkj fy[ksaA 

4- nks egku ys[kd ;k dfo;ksa ds ckjs esa lfp= o.kZu djsA 

5- viuh iqfLrdk ds dfBu 'Cnksa dks orZuh lfgr ;kn djsaA 

MATHS 1. Complete any 6 experiments of each unit (including, 1 experiment from 

each unit) from your lab manual. 

2. Solve The NCERT questions from NCERT book in fair copy of all the 

lessons you have studied. 

3. Write the formula of all the chapters from your book. 

SCIENCE 1.20 numerical Question from the NCERT book or any standard 

publication book. 

2.Write about conventional and non conventional sources of energy  

3.Write an activity to show that  

i)O2 is evolved from photosynthesis 

ii). Starch is present in leaves 

iii).Co2  is essential for photosynthesis(with diagram) 

4.Do all back questions of nutrition in plants & nutrition in animal 

5. Draw all important diagram related to photosynthesis & digestive 

system 

6.Write an activity 

a)If Barium chloride  react with sodium sulphate (with diagram) 

7. Write 10 chemical formulas of some important salts. 

8.To show that electrolytes conduct the electricity by an activity  

9. Explain Galvanization? 

10. Write the current affairs of science (May & June) 

11.List out Noble prize in 2018-19 in field of- 

Medical ; Economics ; Peace ; Physics ; Chemistry. 

12.What is the Physics and Chemistry behind the Xerox machine  

S.ST 1.Write short note on- 

i) German unification.                       ii)Unification of Italy 

2.Draw a political map of India in a chart paper 

3. Write about the National Parties of India 

4.How can you say that India is a federal country. 

5. Make a list of at least 15 days of India with their states and rivers 

6.Prepare a brief note on civil disobedience movement in India 

I.T. In a file, Prepare the following – 



1.Use 5 different Font’s in MS word  

Topic- Networking (5pages) 

2.Draw the diagram of client server networking & Peer to peer 

networking 

 


